Vaccine Tracking Solution
Now, more than ever, having a comprehensive system for tracking your organization's vaccination/testing
efforts is critical to your business’ risk management process. The SISCO Vaccine Tracking Solution is
available to seamlessly track initial COVID-19 vaccinations, booster shots, weekly testing requirements,
as well as other vaccination efforts – including annual flu shots.
Our Vaccine Tracking Solution combines the unparalleled analytics expertise and service approach of the
SISCO team with top-of-the-line technology. This solution helps to protect your organization’s population
and keep accurate vaccination records, including, vaccine manufacturer, vaccination dates, administrator,
proof of vaccination documentation, and all necessary waiver and testing information.

Service to Help You Move Forward
Tracking your entire population's vaccination status can be a daunting task. SISCO’s team will work with
you directly to help guide your vaccination tracking and analytics to ensure a smooth user experience. In
addition, the SISCO team will provide several key services to help make your program a success:

Data Right at your Fingertips
All of your data is in a useable format from day one. Using your organizational structure, we
provide easy to read vaccination dashboards and reports by division, facility or location, as
well as overall for your organization.
 ustom Reporting Built for Your Population
C
We work with you directly to ensure your team stays in the know. You will gain access to
run reports from SISCO’s Vaccination Library, create custom reports and easily pull lists of
stakeholder populations by vaccine status at the click of a button.
Deliver Results to Key Stakeholders
We will work with you to schedule reports and dashboards to be automatically delivered to
key vaccination stakeholders within your organization.
Our Vaccination Tracking Solution is designed for optimal vaccine tracking and can be customized when
needed to meet your organization’s specific needs. Your SISCO representative can help tailor your dashboards
and reports to create a tracking program custom fit for your organization and its key populations.
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Customizable Dashboards & Reports
SISCO’s Vaccination Tracking Solution allows you to track a multitude of vaccination statistics all through
the award-winning Origami Risk program. You will have access to an intuitive dashboard as well as
informative vaccination reports to track your progress.
The SISCO Vaccination Tracking Solution allows you to track:
Number and list of population vaccinated.
Number of population opting out of vaccination.
Required weekly testing dates and results.
P
 ercentage of population vaccinated by
state, location, and department.
P
 ercentage of population missing
dosage/booster.
Upcoming booster shots due.
Vaccinations by manufacturer.
 dverse reactions and related workers’
A
compensation claim number (for employee
vaccinations).

With the new vaccination and testing mandate, vaccine tracking solutions are even more important.
Our vaccination tracking module is a great fit for any organization just starting their COVID-19
vaccination tracking efforts or those with complex programs already underway. Our SISCO team can
work with you to transfer manual data and get you up and running in no time. Additionally, the program
is built to be used for any vaccination tracking effort, including for booster shots that may become
necessary or even traditional vaccinations such as the annual flu shot.
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Why a Spreadsheet Simply Won’t Cut It…
With the complex, and constantly evolving requirements for COVID vaccinations and/or weekly
testing, keeping track of your efforts in a spreadsheet may create even more headaches for your team.
Here’s why a comprehensive tech platform combined with service from a knowledgeable risk
consultant team is critical to the success of your vaccination/testing efforts:
Your HR and Risk Management team should be focused on helping your employees through
these requirements, not be overwhelmed with the burden of significant and complex data
entry efforts.
P
 roviding a centralized data location ensures that all efforts are administered equally across
your organization.
N
 ever run into issues with having those responsible for data entry being locked out of a
shared spreadsheet.
Easily add fields and data points as requirements evolve or boosters become available.
E
 asily pull reports based on vaccination manufacturer and dates to ensure boosters and follow
ups are received at the appropriate times.
T
 rack not only vaccinations, but also waivers, weekly testing requirement dates and results
per employee.
C
 ontinuously update employee census file to ensure that new hires and terminations are added/
removed and are not skewing the overall vaccination reports.
Ability to pull and visualize data easily by department, office, division, employee type and more.

Our vaccination tracking module is a great fit for any organization just starting their COVID-19 vaccination
tracking efforts or those with complex programs already underway. Our SISCO team can work with you to
transfer manual data and get you up and running in no time.

Learn More
siscoclaims.com l 888.377.7263
RCM&D Self-Insured Services Company (SISCO) is a trusted partner in claim management, consulting and advisory services for
clients that are self-insured, fully-insured, or utilize captive or high deductible programs. Using proven expertise and technological
resources, SISCO helps to ensure budget certainty, reduce costs and improve the overall efficiency of the claim process.
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